Hospitality

REMOTE THERMISTORS

Remote Temperature and Humidity Sensors
The RT family of thermistors and transmitters provide remote reporting
of door switch status, temperature, and humidity. It is available in several
different models.

S541.RF / RT3 / RT4
S541 Battery Operated Door Switch Monitor, the RT3 Battery Operated
RF remote temperature sensor, and the RT4 Battery Operated RF remote
temperature and humidity sensor.
Most commonly, it is used as a wireless door switch transmitter to report door
open and close status to the INNCOM E-Series digital thermostat. It can also
be used in conjunction with virtually any “dry contact” switch input to transmit
closure information to the E-Series thermostat. The S541 is designed to
function even in a fluorescent light environment.
The RT3 remotely monitors room temperature where the thermostat must
be located close to the heat/cool source. The RT3’s temperature accuracy is
0.5°C from 0°C to +65 °C.

S541.RF / RT3 / RT4

The RT4 remotely monitors room temperature and humidity where the
thermostat must be located close to the heat/ cool source. The RT4 has a
temperature accuracy of 0.5°C from 0°C to +65 °C and can measure relative
humidity to +/- 5%RH over a compensated range of 5°C–50°C.
The S541 family operates in three modes: sleep, to conserve battery life
when there are no events to report; operation, to transmit switch status,
temperature, or humidity; and bind, when commissioning the product into the
INNCOM RF Integrated Room Automation System.

RT1
RT1 is an NTC which can be connected to e527, e528, or e529 thermostats or
to select HVAC controllers such as X47 to provide remote temperature sensing.
NTC thermistors are resistors with a negative temperature coefficient, which
means that the resistance decreases with increasing temperature. They
are primarily used as resistive temperature sensors and current-limiting
devices. ... NTC sensors are typically used in a range from −55°C to 200°C.

RT1 Remote Thermistor

F E AT U R E S & B E N E F I T S

Remote wireless RF
battery operated reporting
of temperature and
humidity

Reports door open
and close status to the
INNCOM E-Series digital
thermostat

Operates in three modes:
Sleep, Operation and Bind

May be integrated with
the INNCOM Room
Automation System
over the Deep Mesh

S541 is designed
to function even in
a fluorescent light
environment

Remote Thermistors
S541.RF / RT3 / RT4

RT1 SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS

3.5”W x 3.5”H x 2.5” D
(88.9mm W x 88.9mm H x 63.5mm D)

RF DATA RATE

250kbps

ANTENNA TYPE

SMT

INDOOR RANGE

70ft

OUTDOOR / RF LINE-OF-SITE

540ft

TRANSMIT POWER

1mW (+0dBm)

RECEIVE SENSITIVITY

-94.6dBm

FREQUENCY BAND

2.4Ghz

ENCRYPTION

AES-128

PROTOCOL

802.15.4

FREQUENCY CHANNELS

11-26

PARAMETER

S541.RF

INPUT VOLTAGE

9 - 16 VDC

CURRENT DRAIN

Max. 9mA@12VDC

APPROVALS

FCC Part 15 Listed

REMOTE SENSING

Up to 10ft

LEAD WIRE

24AWG

WIRE LENGTH

10ft

ACCURACY

10K Ohm +/- 1% accuracy at
25 degrees C

APPROVALS

FCC Mark
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